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Motivation 
Cross-contamination of human and animal cell lines is a frequent event (1). For this reason, the results 
obtained with the same cell lines by different research groups are often not fully comparable (2,3), this 
leading to main reproducibility issues. The short tandem repeat (STR) profile has been proposed as a 
molecular method for cell line authentication (4). STR profile standard data sets for human cell lines 
were proposed by some of the leading cell banks worldwide which also have made the results of STR 
profiling of their cell lines available on-line. 
We have built the Cell Line Integrated Molecular Authentication Database (CLIMA) (5) as a reference 
portal where authentication data are made available to the scientific community. This prototype 
system, although already largely utilized by researchers from all over the world, presented some 
limitations and only included a limited amount of STR profiles. Here, we present its most recent 
developments and discuss about some current challenges towards a better identification system for 
human cell lines. 
 
Methods 
CLIMA is the result of an integration effort aimed at including all certified STR profiles of human cell 
lines in a unique database whose schema was revised for optimization of query performances. In the 
database schema, the following main entities are now taken into account: STR loci, STR profiling kits 
provided by companies (described on the basis of the loci they consider), data sets (in a one-to-many 
relation with cell banks, and with a specification of the adopted kit), STR profiles (which are linked to a 
unique cell line in a given cell bank, using a given kit). Due to the format heterogeneity of available 
profiles, these are converted according to an automatic procedure before insertion. Updates are 
implemented as integral substitution (delete followed by insert) of data sets. 
While the searches by cell line name and by locus value were implemented as simple, and effective, 
relational queries, the feature related to the identification of cell lines was implemented according to 
the standard ANSI/ATCC ASN-0002-2011 (6), which makes reference to an STR profiling kit including 
the following genomic loci: D5S818, D13S317, D7S820, D16S539, VWA, TH01, Amelogenin, TPOX, 
CSF1PO. For the identification purposes, the number of matches, i.e. of identical values for the same 
locus, is computed for the entered profile (query) and each profile in the database (target). For each 
pair of profiles, the Standard Percent Match (StPM), that is the ratio between the number of matches 
and the number of distinct values in the target profile in the database, is computed. Identification is 
then achieved for cell lines having an StPM >= 0.80. The system was built in a LAMP (Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, PHP) environment and is available on-line to all interested researchers. 
 
Results 
The new version of CLIMA presents two main additions: more cell banks and profiles are included and 
a new identification tool is available. 
STR profiles from human cell lines collected by ATCC (USA), JCRB (Japan), ICLC (Italy), DSMZ 
(Germany), and GOG (USA) were gathered and integrated in the database schema along with data 
included in the paper from Masters et al. (4). Currently, 5,450 STR profiles, representing 4,354 distinct 
cell line names, are included in the database. 
Using the search engine is straightforward and results are displayed in a simple format. CLIMA 2 can 
be used to identify cell lines and to query the database either by name or by locus. A summary of 
queries and results is returned to the user by email when a valid address is provided. 
The identification tool in CLIMA allows users to submit the STR profile of a cell line they want to 
identify. This profile is checked against all profiles in CLIMA that were defined by using a kit having the 
same loci. All profiles having an StPM greater than or equal to a desired value are returned, ranked by 
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descending StPM. The first row of the resulting table reports the queried profile. Each following row 
includes the name of the cell line, the data set it belongs to, and the catalogue code of the line, when it 
exists, the StPM for the queried profile, and all STR profile values (first the loci of the standard kit, then 
all remaining loci), where matching values are shown in red (see figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: result page for cell line identification. See text for details. 

 
In all pages, links are established to the description of genomic loci that is provided by the Short 
Tandem Repeat DNA Internet DataBase (STRBase) (7). Links to the involved cell banks are also 
provided in all results pages, so that the profiles are connected to the actual human cell line in the 
respective cell bank. Other features, described in (5) and documented on-line, left unchanged. The tool 
is available on-line at http://bioinformatics.hsanmartino.it/clima2/. 
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